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David Marcius 
International Model of the year 2018

Dublin,London,New York, Los Angeles , 25.03.2018, 23:03 Time

USPA NEWS - INTERNATIONAL MODEL OF THE YEAR 2018
David Marcius picked up Model of the Year at the 2018, IRARA Awards.

Last night at the Hilton Hotel on the Malahide Road in Dublin Ireland, I'm reporting on a Pacific award that has been given to model of
the year David Marcius.
David Marcius, is a top international model, with Ward presses agency models International.
David, was nominated by individuals around the country of Ireland and around the world David ended up getting the highest amount of
votes in the history of the international runway awards in its third year running.

David has proved himself to be a powerful individual and a person to watch out for as David has work for brand names and has a
movie offer in negotiations.
Once every year for the last three years a little piece of Hollywood hits Dublin and this main event a red carpet event where a number
of people will be celebrated for the impact that they have had on family and friends and the community that surrounds them.
It was David's long-term dream to be a model and last year David join the agency where he has progress to a level that some of his
peers who will be in the business for 10 years have not reached.

David has proved himself to be a powerful individual and a
David has made this impact because of the person he is, the respect that he shows for others, the respect he shows for his colleagues
in the agency.
David is one of a kind because you don't come across people in the fashion industry or modelling industry or movie industry who
remains to keep their self being and remain as yourself.
David has managed to keep a level ground with everything that's going on around him David could teach a lot of his fellow celebrities
how to keep things real something that a lot of people in the same industry forget to do and they lose themselves and become
something that they are not.
But David in a short period of time has made such an impact on the people around him that he receives model of the Year award from
the international runway awards in recognition for the person he is. So we can graduate David on winning this award and many more to
come and especially for remaining the person he is, long may it continue and long may he be recognised for the good work that he
does with those around him always remaining the friend.

During his acceptance speech, DAVID thanked his agent and his Agency.

Interview with David Marcius
How do you feel about receiving this award?
I´m very happy and excited that people around the world have voted and supported me to win this award, it encourages me to continue
within the modelling industry and to achieve higher goals in modelling, fashion and acting. This award brings me encouragement from
those who supported me and believed in me.
You have modelled for some brand names and you have some other brand photoshoots coming up, so what´s next?
Yes with the agency I´ve done a few brand name photoshoots like Tommy Hilfiger which I did in Belfast, another one was with Jack
and Jones which I did in Dublin and I do have with the agency some more brand name photoshoots in the pipeline. We do have more
photoshoots coming up in London, Birmingham, Rome, Berlin and Amsterdam.
I will also be in Paris to presenting an award to a top international French model Phil Strom and I will also have photoshoot with him,
which I´m so looking forward to.
David you had a number of fashion shows for charity within the community and you have showcased the designs of a celebrity
designer Claire Garvey among others, How does that make you feel?
Yes I´ve showcased Clarie Garveys designs along with a number of other designers, and we a number of fashion shows coming up in



the U.K and elsewhere.
It makes feel honoured to be able to be part of new creations from designers who create pieces that are so creational and inspiring for
new upcoming designers.
David, rumour has it you have been approached by a production company in L.A for a part in an upcoming movie.
Yes the agency has been approached by the representatives of a production company and negotiations are ongoing, it´s just another
adventure in my life to look forward to.
So many people involved in modelling, fashion and acting have went off track, how do you manage to keep a level head and your feet
on the ground in having done so much in a short period of time without losing balance.
I´ve had my ups and downs like everybody else, I wouldn´t be able to be where I am today without the support of my close friends and
family, I think it´s just the excitement of it all and the motivation to achieve greater heights that keeps me going in the right direction.
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